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Abstract: Coordination in healthcare networks becomes more and more important
to enable integrated care scenarios and to increase quality and efficiency in
treatment processes. After identification of shortfalls in existing concepts and
solutions a process-oriented approach is introduced which enhances integrated care
scenarios by IT-driven coordination of interorganizational treatment processes –
the concept of process-based e-service logistics. The concept is guided by process
orientation, service orientation and individualization. A meta-orchestration
approach is presented that implements the concept of process-based e-service-
logistics by execution of individual treatment processes, identification of
coordination tasks between network actors, and dynamic allocation of e-services.

1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The healthcare industry is one of the most important economic sectors in Germany. An
empirical study reveals that 81 percent of the respondents expect that networking in the
healthcare industry will increase in the next three to five years. Moreover 88 percent of
the survey participants (fully) agree that the demand for coordination and IT-support in
healthcare networks is going to rise in the future [SBK06, 21]. One important driver of
networking within the healtcare sector is the concept of integrated care which is often
associated with the following instruments:

- Intersectoral cooperation: Integrated care aims to improve the cooperation of
healthcare service providers across all healthcare sectors (e.g. ambulant, clinical and
home care sector) [BMG05, 1; Ra04, 147; Mü02, 65].

- Financial responsibility: In integrated care scenarios healthcare suppliers are allowed
to take over budget responsibility (e.g. full capitation models).
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- Coordination and control of medical treatment processes: Integrated care tries to
ensure a holistic view along patients trails througout the healthcare system (e.g. by
implementing the gatekeeper model) [Mü02, 66].

- Information integration: Effective and efficient cooperation in healthcare networks
requires support by information and communication technologies [Ra04, 147]. For
that reason electronic health records and telematic infrastructures are often seen as a
backbone and foundation of integrated care [Di04, 5].

1.2 Research Project

To enhance integrated care scenarios the research project focuses on IT-driven
coordination and controlling of healthcare networks and argues for a process-oriented
approach of coordination. To analyze requirements and design innovative concepts for
network coordination the research project cooperates with the healthcare network
“Qualitäts- und Effizienzgemeinschaft Nürnberg-Nord (QuE)” which is organized as a
gatekeeper system [WLF05]. Starting point of the research project was an empirical
study addressing german and suisse ambulant healthcare networks to evaluate the
maturity of healthcare network organizations regarding strategy, processes, and
information technology [SBK06]. Processes and coordination tasks within ambulant
healthcare networks and characteristics of medical treatment processes have been
analyzed. The concept of process-based e-service-logistics was innovated. It aims to
support the coordination of healthcare network processes by providing patients and
healthcare suppliers with a customized set of electronic services [SB06]. A process
integration platform has been realized enabling the design and runtime execution of
e-service-logistics processes. Therefore Case Based Reasoning (CBR) technology is
used to individualize treatment processes and e-services [SB06; SKB07]. Process portals
enable the interaction between users (e.g. patients, physicians) and e-services provided
by the system [SB05]. Another part of the project deals with performance measurement
in ambulant healthcare networks using process data generated by the integration
platform mentioned above [SPB07]. The concept of meta-orchestration – a vital part of
the research project – has been finally designed and implemented and is described in
chapter 4.

2 Process-oriented Coordination in Healthcare Networks

2.1 Requirements

Table 1 depicts characteristics of interorganizational treatment processes that need to be
considered when requirements for the IT-support of treatment processes in healthcare
networks are defined. These requirements are sketched in Table 2.
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• unique
• requiring intensive coordi-

nation and information
• long-lasting and complex

• stepwise changing and
volatile

• requiring in-depth
knowledge

• involving numerous
participants

• important and risky
• cross-sectoral

Table 1: Characteristics of interorganizational treatment processes [SB06]

Flexibility
• Flexible composition of process elements before process execution

• Modification of process instances at runtime [SB06]

Automatic individualization
• Automatic adjustment of processes according to individual patients

needs [SB06]

Usability
• Applicability in surgery practice

• Context-sensitive information and applications

User sovereignty
• Decision authority for healthcare suppliers (proposals by the

system may not be mandatory)

Interorganizational processes
• Holistic representation, control and execution of treatment

processes

Information logistics
• Allocation of adequate information and application services

[Mü02]

Process transparency
• Role and user specific information on treatment processes

restricted by role and user based permissions [Mü02]

Status information
• Real-time availability and distribution of information on process

status

Medical documentation • Storing patient and process related data [GSS04]

Data supply
for network controlling

• Collecting data for controlling issues [SPB07]

Identification of coordination
tasks

• Identification of treatment tasks among network actors and
allocation of adequate e-services [SB06]

Table 2: Requirements for IT-Support

2.2 State of the Art

There are techologies which you could assume to meet the specified requirements. Here,
a closer look to some relevant aspects is given.

Workflow Management Systems: Workflow Management Systems (WfMS) enable
automated or semi-automated execution of business processes by distributing documents
and information to process participants according to process logic that is defined in a
workflow schema [Ch01]. Traditional WfMS can only execute static workflows and
therefore not be used to support medical treatment processes. Ad-hoc-Workflows enable
modification of processes at runtime. More flexibility is granted as participants decide
on next steps and next participants in the workflow. Nevertheless Ad-hoc-Workflows do
not provide adequate support for dynamic identification and treatment of coordination
tasks.
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Business Process Management Systems: Business Process Management (BPM) is
referred to as an integrated approach for the management of business processes to
implement strategic and operative goals of a company [Ch01]. Business Process
Management Systems (BPMS) implement the concept of BPM and can be seen as an
extension of WfMS. BPMS provide more functionality with regard to process
monitoring and process analyses. BPMS also offer more application integration
capabilities. BPMS typically comprise four layers: presentation layer, process layer,
integration layer, and service layer [KBS04]. Existing BPMS do not yet allow the
modification of process models at runtime.

Agent-based Web Service Orchestration: Software agents are software components
that act on behalf of an object or another actor. Software agents retrieve information in
their environment by use of sensors and modify their environment by use of effectors.
Typical characteristics of software agents are autonomy, ability to learn, cooperative
behaviour, and mobility. Agent-based Systems can be used to implement Web Service
Orchestrations. Software agents analyze the process context and can dynamically adjust
the composition of web services [Blak03]. An agent-based orchestration enables flexible
configuration of process instances at runtime and automated identification and treatment
of coordination tasks. Nevertheless the agent-based approach does not meet the
requirements for process transparency as process logic is hidden inside the single agents
and autonomous agent behaviour does not meet the demand for user sovereignty.

Surgery Information Systems: Surgery Information Systems (SIS) are installed in
surgeries and provide a database, domain specific functionality, and a graphical user
interface. Basic functionality includes electronic records, assistance for entering
administrative (e.g. referrals) and medical data (e.g. diagnoses and medicaments),
recording of billing data, graphical archive, interfaces to medical devices, and medical
analyses. Extended functionality includes online access to external information like
medicament databases, and interfaces to exchange data with other healthcare suppliers.
The lack of standards impedes the effective exchange of medical data between
healthcare suppliers. SIS also lack a process-oriented design. In consequence SIS can
hardly be used to support process coordination in healthcare networks.

Electronic Health Record: Electronic Health Records (eHR) provide electronic
documentation of patient related medical data coming from many locations. The basic
functionality is similar to SIS but includes identity management that grants role and user
based data access and interfaces for data import from SIS and Clinical Information
Systems (CIS). Innovative solutions extend eHR with workflow functionality for
repetitive tasks like the arrangement of appointments and referrals [GMD06] or enable
automated data transport from SIS and CIS to eHR [ICW06]. However eHR only
support the execution of sub processes and lack process-oriented design and
functionality to identify coordination tasks.
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Disease Management Systems / Case Management Systems: The concept of
managing treatment processes by use of Disease Management Systems (DMS) or Case
Management Systems (CMS) as described by [Ha05, 549ff] aims at planning,
monitoring, and controlling of interorganizational treatment processes based on
pathways. Pathways can be adjusted according to the individual patient’s needs before
process execution and at runtime. This concept meets many of the requirements listed
above but lacks adequate IT-support. It does also not support identification and treatment
of coordination tasks by allocation and integration of adequate e-services.

Process Based Data Logistics: The concept of Process Based Data Logistics (PDBL)
aims to provide relevant data for healthcare suppliers along dynamic treatment processes
in clinical environments. The concept is based on workflow modelling but omits the
execution of workflows. Instead of that PDBL focuses on data transport between
applications. Data logistics steps that represent the exchange of data between two
applications are derived from workflow models. Treatment processes are controlled by
healthcare suppliers. PDBL focuses on the allocation of relevant data at the right time by
executing data logistics steps [Ja05]. PDBL provides more flexibility than WfMS, but
focuses on the coordination of connected activities. In highly complex treatment
processes there is also a need for coordination between activities without predefined
connections. PDBL does also not cover all relevant process aspects of our approach as it
focuses on data transport and omits the dynamic planning and modelling of treatment
processes.

2.3 Shortfalls and challenges

----++-
Identification of
coordination tasks

++o-+++
Data supply

for network controlling

++oo+++Medical documentation

++o-+++Status information

-+o--++Process transparency

+-o-+++Information logistics

-+--++-
Interorganizational
processes

++++---User sovereignty

-+++---Usability

----o--
Automatic
individualization

+++++o-Flexibility

Process Based
Data Logistics
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Management
Systems

Electronic
Health Record

Surgery

Information
Systems

Agent-based

Web Service
Orchestration

Business Process

Management
Systems

Workflow

Management
Systems

Requirements

Domain specific
technologies

Domain neutral
process technologies
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Identification of
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for network controlling

++oo+++Medical documentation

++o-+++Status information

-+o--++Process transparency

+-o-+++Information logistics
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Interorganizational
processes

++++---User sovereignty
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Process Based
Data Logistics
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Management
Systems
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Health Record

Surgery

Information
Systems

Agent-based

Web Service
Orchestration

Business Process

Management
Systems

Workflow

Management
Systems

Requirements

Domain specific
technologies

Domain neutral
process technologies

Table 3: Existing concepts and solutions and fulfillment of requirements
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Table 3 summarizes the comments of chapter 2.2 related to the requirements defined in
chapter 2.1. Most existing process-oriented solutions lack of flexibility, individualization
capabilities, and usability, whereas domain specific solutions lack of process-oriented
design and process support. Shortfalls can be seen as innovation potentials and trigger
the development of a process-based e-service-logistics approach.

3 Process-based E-Service-Logistics

3.1 Basic Principles

At the level of individual patient instances treatment processes and the flow of activities
throughout the network are often coordinated by a gatekeeper model. The gatekeeper
system aims to improve the quality of care and to realize synergies during the treatment
process, e.g., by avoiding unnecessary medical examinations. One person is the contact
person (gatekeeper) collecting all information about the patient and coordinating his/her
treatment. The concept of process-based e-service-logistics aims to support the
coordination of healthcare network processes by providing patients, healthcare suppliers
and especially gatekeepers with a customized set of electronic services.

The system controls and distributes e-services to roles across the network and informs
the gatekeeper about the patient status. Thus the gatekeeper gets transparency concerning
the treatment process giving him the possibility to intervene if necessary. Electronic
services are software components which encapsulate functions (e.g., application or data
centric services) in a coarse-grained manner, e.g., using web services as technical
representation [KBS04]. E-service requirements regarding information and coordination
in healthcare networks are derived from semi-automatically customized process models.
They result in a process-based e-service-logistics model executed by the architecture
described in chapter 3.2. To achieve this, the research project uses web service
technology and the concept of service oriented architecture as technical basis.

3.2 Architecture Overview

The proof of the concept described above will be implemented and evaluated as
individual value web system (IVWS). IVWS is a process and integration platform
supporting configuration, execution, and control of processes across healthcare
networks. The system architecture follows a 4-tier approach (see figure 1).

Presentation layer: Application frontends initiate and control all activities of the IVWS.
Typical application frontends are graphical user interfaces enabling direct interaction of
users with the system (WebParts implemented with C# using the MS Sharepoint Portal
Server). Within the research project role-specific process portals for patients, service
providers, and network managers are implemented [SB05].
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Figure 1: IVWS architecture

Customization and flow control layer: This layer consists of three components –
process and e-service customization, meta-orchestration, and service bus including
features for orchestrating and executing web services.

Service bus and web service orchestration: This component ensures the execution of
web service orchestrations for static sub process. MS BizTalk Server provides
functionalities of a service bus: connectivity, integration services, communication,
technical services, process orchestration, and execution [KBS04, 65]. Due to its strong
integration capabilities it is also used as an adapter for the communication with external
information systems.

Process and e-service customization: An important issue of process-based e-service-
logistics is how to adapt and model one patient’s treatment process and the underlying e-
services needed for supporting the process. Innovative approaches of process
individualization deal with intelligent concepts for automated search and adaptation
[WWT97, 3ff; WW97, 52f; RPR99, 230ff; Ru02, 67ff]. Within this project an intelligent
algorithm based on Case Based Reasoning (CBR) is used for customizing treatment
processes and their e-service-logistics specification. As the ultimate authority for process
customization rests with the healthcare suppliers the approach is semi-automated [for
details see SB06; SKB07].

Meta orchestration: The meta-orchestration server (MOS) is the core component of the
system. It enables the configuration, execution and monitoring of treatment processes.
The MOS is a process engine which acts as a broker between the frontends and the e-
services invoked during process execution. It also initiates the execution of static sub
processes by the BizTalk Server and integrates process proposals created by the
customization component for process individualization (for details see chapter 4).
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Application layer: This layer contains all e-services needed for execution and support of
treatment processes. E-services of a SOA are software components encapsulating
business functions in a coarse-grained manner. An e-service consists of a service
contract, a service interface, and an implementation. The implementation is the physical
representation of the required business logic and the relevant data (programs,
configuration data, and database) [KBS04]. E-services include IVWS-specific services
(e.g. the customization component described below) as well as third party web services
and adapters for the integration of existing information systems.

Data layer: A MS SQL-based process and e-service repository provides features and
information for searching and applying process models and e-services, e.g., physical
location, service provider, contact, charge fee, technical constraints, security data, and
service level agreements.

4 Meta-Orchestration

4.1 Approach

In order to overcome the deficits mentioned above a new approach has been developed:
meta-orchestration of web services. The core concepts of this approach are a data-centric
process model and generic process execution. The use of a data-centric process model
that is managed by the process instance itself avoids the compilation of the process
definitions and consequently allows the flexible modification of process instances at
runtime. The process model includes two levels of elements: business activities (in our
case medical activities) which represent the business level and e-services which
represent the IT-support level. Business activities are connected to related e-services
which are invoked every time the corresponding business activities have to be executed.
Unlike process-enabled SOA as described by [KBS04], where the orchestration of web
services inside a process is encapsulated in its own process-centric service, web services
of all processes are executed by only one generic service (see figure 2). When a business
activity is executed this service identifies the e-services to invoke based on the process
model. If the execution of the e-service operations requires data input from the user,
appropriate graphical user interfaces are dynamically bound to the application frontend.

Coordination between process activities occurs unlike classical workflows not by
passing the results (output) from one activity to the next activity in the process schema
(as input) but by sharing the same sets of data through the use of adequate e-service
operations. Therefore a dependent activity “polls” the information it needs using e-
service operations that request data stored by another activity as a result of its execution
using the same or another e-service. In this way activities can be coordinated regardless
of their temporal or logical occurrence in a process.
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For example a new activity may need the results of a blood analysis which may have
been done by another service provider. The new activity retrieves the results of the last
blood analysis using the appropriate e-service without being connected to the last blood
analysis activity. The process activities are hence loosely coupled.
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21

1 2
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Web service
operation

Graphical user
interface

Web service
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Application frontend

Web services3
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A1

1
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3
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Figure 2: Meta orchestration of web services

However, treatment process activities are connected to each other when interdependency
occurs between two specific process participants. The coordination of the results
proceeds in the same way as above, but another mechanism is introduced to assure the
correct order of e-service invocation so that the dependent activity gets the information
in time: coordination tasks. A coordination task is a process element that represents the
interdependency of two activities and keeps information such as start and finish date,
involved participants, and the time in which the execution of certain e-service operations
must have been done. Additionally conditions on the return values or on the parameters
of the operations can be specified. In the context of this research project we distinguish
two categories of coordination tasks: tasks that must be fulfilled when an activity starts
(preconditions) and tasks that must be fulfilled during or even after the execution of an
activity (postconditions). By means of these elements appropriate actions can be invoked
such as alerting participants when a task is due or awaiting participants when a task is
fulfilled. This helps to reduce waiting time during process execution. An example for a
coordination task is a discharge letter that has to be sent from one service provider to
another in case of a patient referral. A coordination task can be used to alert the first
service provider when the second activity comes up and to inform the second service
provider when the discharge letter is available.

4.2 Process Model

Figure 3 describes the main elements of the data-centric process model used to define
medical treatment processes. We distinguish process element patterns and process
element instances. Patterns describe the different types of activities in a medical
treatment process. They are instantiated by the users when configuring a process
instance. The process element instances hold information on the process status. Process
activities are classified into three categories: services, sub services, and customer tasks.
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Sub services represent elementary activities conducted by service providers. A service
encapsulates a group of related sub services of a service provider. Customer tasks are
activities performed by patients. Sub services and customer tasks can recursively be
composed of sub services and customer tasks. Sub services can have links to services or
customer tasks that represent the interdependencies between process activities. Each of
the described elements can be connected to related e-service operations. Operations
requiring user interaction are connected to e-surfaces, the graphical user interfaces.
Coordination tasks are process elements assigned to the correspondent process activities.
They store the information by which e-service operations they can be fulfilled.
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Figure 3: Process model

For the user only process activity patterns (service-, sub service-, and customer task
patterns) are visible. Coordination tasks and e-service operations are automatically
assigned to the process element instance at its creation time. This enables user-friendly
process configuration by healthcare suppliers, who only have to select relevant patterns.

4.3 Architecture Components

The meta-orchestration server is composed of five major components provided as web
services for use by the application frontends: Admin, Configuration, ProcessState,
Broker and UserLogin (see figure 1). The Admin component enables the definition of
process elements patterns, coordination tasks, e-services, and their operations. The
Configuration component enables the configuration of the treatment processes, e.g., by
the instantiation of process element patterns. This component also provides process
proposals generated by the customization component (CBR). The ProcessState

component provides information on the status of process elements and allows its
modification.
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For each process element it also provides a list of the tasks that need to be done before
the element can be executed and – similar to a workflow – a list of the tasks to be done
during its execution. These lists are deduced from the coordination tasks connected to
the elements and can respectively be used as checklist for undone prerequisites and as a
work list for the current activity. The Broker component is used as a proxy for the
invocation of e-service operations. The frontend requests the invocation of a specific e-
service operation including parameters. Then Broker invokes the operation with the
specified parameter and returns the results to the frontend. Hence it checks the
fulfillment of coordination tasks connected to this operation in the given process element
context. Finally the UserLogin component provides login functionality and distributes
alerts generated due to the upcoming or the fulfillment of coordination tasks related to
specific users. Additionally, this component allows other components to check the user
permission to grant role-based access to the functionality.

5 Conclusion

The importance of healthcare networks and the demand for coordination will increase
rapidly. Shortfalls in existing concepts and solutions lead to a process-oriented approach
- the process-based e-service-logistics. This approach adapts existing concepts and is
implemented by the concept of meta-orchestration of treatment processes. In our
research project a meta-orchestration server has been designed and prototypically
implemented. Preliminary results show that the concept to support process-oriented
coordination in healthcare networks by allocation of user-friendly e-services is feasible
and operational. Nevertheless, the integration of the meta-orchestration approach into
existing infrastructures will be the next challenge on the way to realize the concept of
process-based e-service-logistics in practice. One additional research focus is on synergy
effects of the meta-orchestration server and electronic health records.
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